CRITICAL ASPECTS

• Common agenda/ understanding (15)
• Long-term mechanism/planning & early participation in all processes (13)
• Capacity (technical/procedural) (12)
• Effective communication (12)
• Effective and efficient participation (11)
• Stakeholder motivation
• Sustainable participation/long term engagement
• Trust
• Attitudes/Perspectives
CONTRAINTS

• Inadequate linkages between local and national interests
• Scaling up
• Inadequate capacity
• Exit or fade out strategy (long term planning)
• Diversified interest of stakeholders

• Policy
• Benefit sharing
• Poverty
• Awareness
• Expectations
• Organisational structure
• Attitudes
SOLUTIONS

• Decision making and assessment tools
• Communication of case study and best practices
• Political will and buy in
• Capacity building
• Long term planning/institutionalisation
SOLUTIONS/OPPORTUNITIES

• Restructure/streamline government dept/office
  – Work with local governments
• Access right people – improved coordination of WG.
• Transparency – policies, clear regulations, enforcement, effective communication
• Incentives- not necessarily monetary, realistic/communication, trust & relationship, consultation
• Livelihood improvement
THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?